Aquatight digital
solar controllers
Make an Aquatight controller the heart
of your solar pool heating system.
Maximum heating capacity.
?
Maximises
capacity
Operation
?
Easy operation
Made
?
Australian made
Digital technology
Technology
?
Superior digital
Yearwarranty
Warrany
?
3 year

3

The V2 Deluxe for all solar installations

For long life and high performance

Aquatight Digital Solar Controllers

All V2 & V7 models have the following features:
?
Auto sampling - automatically monitors

water temperature to ensure maximum
heat gain.

?
Winter mode - for off-season maintenance

- runs system briefly same time each day in
winter to maintain equipment efficiency.

?
Solar lock-out - automatically limits the

pool being overheated.

?
Tropical mode - Allows the cooling of

overheated water in tropical regions.

?
Digital temperature sensors - Unequalled

accuracy, reliability and life-span.

?
Self diagnostic program - will diagnose,

identify and locate faults within your
system for easy corrections and repair.

?
Battery back-up - will maintain all settings

for seamless operation in the event of a
power failure or power surge.

?
Australian made - manufactured to the

highest standards for Australian conditions.

Latest technology with the simplest of operation:
The V7 is the ideal choice for retro-fitted systems or simply
when a little more sophistication is required.
?
Easy to operate
?
Automatic winter mode
?
Programmable, multi?
Auxiliary heater interlock
function time clock
(optional)
?
Solar priority for maximum
?
Manual pool pump over-ride
heating efficiency

Models also available with wireless roof sensors
V2RR Deluxe is available with a
battery powered wireless roof
sensor that simplifies installation
and eliminates broken wiring.

V7RR is available with solar
powered wireless roof sensor.
Tropical mode not available
with this option

Models available for control of electric heat pumps
H7 HEAT CONTROL
?
Programmable heating
start and end times
?
Multi function time clock
?
Chlorinator lockout
(optional)

?
Adjustable sample times
?
Auxiliary heater interlock -

(optional)
?
Manual pump override

Ask your heating specialist, pool builder
or pool shop about the large range of
pool heating control products for Heat
Pumps, Gas and Solar integration.
AQUATIGHT DISTRIBUTION CENTRES
WESTERN AUSTRALIA Tel: 08 9362 4022 Fax: 08 9361 3913
VICTORIA Tel: 1300 656 956 Fax: 1300 502 508
QUEENSLAND Tel: 07 3277 4958 Fax: 07 3272 9091
NEW SOUTH WALES Tel: 02 9671 7041 Fax: 02 9671 7963

www.autopool.com.au
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